Abstract-Automatic optical-to-SAR image registration is con-
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE registration is the process of overlaying two or more images of a given scene that are captured at different times, from different viewpoints, and/or by different sensors [1] . High accuracy has long being pursued, as it fundamentally determines the accuracy for image fusion and change detection [2] . It has been recognized that the complementary use of optical and SAR data can be meaningful [3] , [4] : Optical data have good interpretability, but they are easily affected by atmosphere condition, whereas SAR data are able to deliver information at all day and night, but they suffer from serious intrinsic speckle noise. Therefore, information accurately extracted from both data sources would further expand our capability on Earth observation. However, automatic registration of optical-to-SAR images is considered challenging because of the following [5] , [6] .
• Different geometric properties. The side-looking and measuring distances mode of a SAR sensor would cause a series of geometrical distortions known as foreshortening, layover, and shadow, which do not exist in the corresponding optical image.
• Different radiometric characteristics. SAR instruments are active remote sensing system in the field of microwaves, whereas optical instruments are passive system in the field of visible and near infrared. The brightness values may change significantly due to the variation in imaging conditions. • Strong speckle noises by SAR sensors. Sensor and environmental noises make the feature extraction difficult in SAR images and hinder the effort of identifying common features between optical and SAR images. There are two major categories of optical-to-SAR images registration methods: intensity-based and feature-based methods. Widely used intensity-based methods include mutual information [7] - [11] , normalized cross-correlation coefficient [12] , and cross-cumulative residual entropy [13] . However, these methods may lead to local extrema and high computation load [14] , [15] . Moreover, when geometric distortion between the images to be registered is significant, these methods can be ineffective [16] . In contrast, feature-based methods have proven to be more suitable for multisensory image registration [17] - [20] , as image features are less sensitive to illumination, reflectance, and geometry inconsistency. Points [21] , lines [22] - [27] , and regions [28] are among the most commonly used image features. In contrast, linear and region features can be more easily distinguished and matched than distinct points for multisensor image registration [29] . However, as conjugate region features in an image pair are not always sufficiently available, linear features could be a good alternative for its interpretability and stability in detection process.
Typical linear features can be contours [24] , [25] , edges [19] , [22] , [23] , and straight line segments [26] , [27] . However, well-identifiable features are not as easy to be detected in SAR images as in optical images due to the strong speckle noise. Traditional line-segments-based methods usually utilize line segments as matching primitives [26] , [27] . However, it 0196-2892 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
requires a large number of line features for convergence and involves the computation of a "Hough accumulator" [26] , and the similarity measure is difficult to define [27] . Straight line segments can be identified by end points, and conjugate line segments do not require being at the same position. Thus, using line intersections as matching primitives can be a better alternative. Unfortunately, feature correspondence techniques remain unsatisfactory to support this matching alternative [30] - [32] . Spectral point matching (SPM) is considered as one of the most effective methods for point matching. It aims to characterize the global structural properties of related graphs using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of adjacency matrix [33] . However, its high sensitivity to noise and outliers limits the accuracy. To avoid these problems, Voronoi polygons method is introduced to incorporate the impacts from neighboring points. In addition, angle consistency constraint is used to further guide the correspondence.
On the other hand, iterative feature extraction and matching strategy is adopted to support the registration method. Almost all feature-based registration methods rely on the robustness of feature detection for reliable matching. Although some of them can yield satisfactory registration results, they are only effective for specific images. Due to the variation of illumination, different viewpoints and image qualities, and so on, developing a universal line extraction method could be challenging. As a result, performing feature extraction only once before matching regardless of the image sources usually results in matching failure.
Moreover, extracted features from images may differ a lot in number, length, and location due to the existing differences in optical and SAR images. Isolated line features caused by different details in optical and SAR images can pose great challenge to feature matching. To deal with this issue, a multilevel strategy that provides coarse-to-fine registration is introduced to meet this challenge.
Based on the aforementioned consideration, this paper proposes an automatic optical-to-SAR image registration method based on iterative line extraction and Voronoi integrated SPM. The following tasks are attempted to be achieved in this paper. 1) A new point matching method, which is called Voronoi integrated SPM (VSPM), is proposed to obtain point correspondence among line intersections. The core idea of VSPM is introducing Voronoi polygons into SPM, which combines both local structure and global structure to establish correspondence. Traditional Euclidean distance is replaced by Hausdorff distance between Voronoi polygons to incorporate the impact from neighboring points. Furthermore, angle consistency constraint is used to exclude impossible correspondence. 2) An iterative strategy that involves adaptive parameter adjustment for reextracting and rematching features is presented. Considering the fact that almost all feature-based registration methods rely on feature extraction results, the iterative strategy improves the robustness of feature matching. In addition, all parameters can be automatically and adaptively adjusted in the iterative procedure.
3) A multilevel framework that provides coarse-to-fine registration is proposed. Searching the entire image for feature extraction would cause great challenge to feature matching since the details in the optical and SAR images differ a lot. Thus, coarse registration is implemented at low resolution level to preserve the main spatial structures while eliminating the details, followed by iterated feature extraction and matching. With the help of transformation obtained at the coarse registration, refined registration is implemented at the original images. Obviously, using the coarse-to-fine registration framework can improve the efficiency of the proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the framework of the proposed registration method. Section III illustrates the detail methodology of the iterative line segments extraction strategy and VSPM algorithm. Section IV provides the experiment results. This paper concludes with a summary of major findings and discussion of implication on optical-to-SAR image registration in Section V.
II. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
The framework of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . Considering the fact that the use of extracted features from the original optical and SAR images is difficult for feature matching due to their significant difference, a coarse-to-fine registration framework is adopted to provide accurate and robust registration.
In the coarse registration procedure, registration based on line intersections is performed to obtain the initial perspective parameters. Then, the so-called VSPM is introduced to find best point correspondences. Furthermore, the matching accuracy is checked to find whether the image pair is well registered or not. If the registration accuracy is not satisfactory, the iterative feature extraction and matching mechanism is triggered to get optimized matching result. In the fine registration procedure, conjugate line segments are judged according to rough deformation acquired at the coarse registration, and tie points are obtained after a robust outlier removal procedure. Thus, a precise estimation of local transformations between the images is obtained.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Line Segments Extraction and Preprocessing
The extraction of geometric primitives would strongly influence the ultimate accuracy of image registration. Due to the multiplicative speckle in SAR images, methods that are efficient for optical images do not provide a constant false alarm rate for SAR images. Thus, different extraction measures are required for optical and SAR images.
1) Optical Images Line Extraction:
Line segment detector (LSD) [34] , which aims at detecting straight contours on images, has been applied to extract linear features from remote sensing image. It extracts line segments with relatively low false alarm rate. To this end, LSD is employed to extract line segments from optical images. 
2) SAR Images Line Extraction:
It is also recognized that speckle noise degrades the SAR image quality [35] . A filtering strategy using a Lee filter [36] is performed. Taking the advantages of its flexible parameter selection, gradually widened spacing between two windows, and good smoothness in local mean estimation, edge detector using Gaussian-gammashaped (GGS) bi-windows [37] has shown better performance than traditional rectangle bi-windows for edge detection in SAR images. Then, after extracting edges using the GGS-based method, Hough transform is performed to obtain line segments in SAR images.
3) Line Segments Preprocessing: We now present the calculation of intersection points as matching primitives. Extracted line segments often appear fragmented or incomplete. Moreover, because of image quality and downsampling, the terminals of extracted segments may have positioning errors. To reduce the positioning errors, we propose the following two constraints.
The first one is length constraint, considering that long line segments can be more robust. For fragmented line segments, redundancy would be eliminated to preserve the longest line as main structure [see Fig. 2(a) ]. For the remaining line seg- ments, the length of each line segments should exceed a given threshold t l . The larger the threshold, the more robust line segments are left for matching primitives generation. It is set to 15 for the image no larger than 256 × 256 pixels according to experiments. For larger images, t l is chosen as 15 × N/256 , where • is the floor function, and N is the minimum of the width and height of the input image.
The second one is angle constraint. If two line segments are nearly parallel, their intersection can be unstable and far away from the real situation [see Fig. 2(b) ]. Thus, in our method, those line segments with intersection angle less than 10
• are not considered. Only the line segment pairs satisfying the two constraints would be used to calculate the feature points.
B. VSPM Matching
The spectral method of Shapiro and Brady [38] maps the original 2-D data to a higher dimensional space and captures structural information from the feature points, and thus finds correspondence by performing alignment in the eigenspace. One key point in this idea is to find an appropriate proximity matrix, which reflects the global structure of a given data set. Traditional Euclidean-distance-based proximity matrix is sensitive to local positioning jitters. Moreover, the performance of the method can be even poor in the existence of outliers.
Finding correspondence between two point-sets purely depending on global structure can be ineffective when outliers exist. It is necessary to take the points' local structure into consideration to deal with the ambiguity for point matching. Voronoi diagram, which is a way of dividing space into a number of regions, has two distinct advantages that make it suitable for representing local structure. The first one is the stability. Once a point is inserted or missing, the changes do not affect global stability. The second one is its affine invariance. Distortions caused by deformation do not influence the global topology between Voronoi cells. Thus, we introduce a new point matching method based on the integration of Voronoi polygons and SPM.
In our method, Voronoi polygons [39] are introduced into a spectral graph. Similar with the SPM method, which measures point relationship by Euclidean distance, we measure polygon relationship by Hausdorff distance. Then, the proximity matrix H can be computed as
where r ij is the Gaussian weighted distance between two Voronoi polygons V P i and V Q j . hausdorff(A, B) is the Hausdorff distance between polygons A and B; a and b are the points of polygons A and B, respectively. σ is a parameter controlling the degree of interaction between points. Next, the modal structure of point-set P associated with optical line intersection set and point-set Q associated with SAR line intersection set is found by performing eigenvalue decomposition on the proximity matrices HP and HQ, i.e.,
The diagonal values of E and D are the eigenvalues of U and V in decreasing order, respectively. The columns of U (V , respectively) are eigenvectors of HP (HQ, respectively) corresponding to eigenvalues in E (D, respectively).
To avoid the problem of eigenvalue multiplicity [40] , a perturbation matrix K is added to proximity matrices HP and HQ, i.e.,
δ and ζ are independent realizations from a uniform distribution over the interval (0,1). Since their value is very small, a slight perturbation operation still makes the eigenvalues distinct. To solve the sign ambiguity when computing eigenvectors at the situations Ax = λx and A(−x) = λ(−x), a sign correction is performed. For each column v i in V , suppose that each column u i in U is given, then the corrected sign of v i is determined as follows:
According to Shapiro and Brady, the correspondence probabilities are assigned by the smallest modal Euclidean distance. In our method, the angle consistency constraint is used to guide the correspondence. Suppose that two line
in the SAR image generate the point P S , and the two points are corresponding points. If the angle difference is too large
, it is impossible that two points (P O , P S ) are corresponding points. Then, we quantize the angle consistency constraint as
A(P O , P S ) is the possibility for P o and P S to be a pair of corresponding points from the angle consistency constraint concept. t is the threshold controlling sensitivity on deformations.
. However, in practical aspects, if the deviation between the angles lies within the threshold t, then the angle consistency constraint is satisfied. It can be set to 5
• according to experiments. Then, final similarity Z between P and Q can be measured by computing the affinity between their corresponding spectral and the angle consistency constraint, i.e.,
V denotes the revised matrix of V . If Z ij is the greatest value in both row i and column j, then we considered the ith point in U and the jth point in V to be a match pair.
It should be noted that the point matching process is performed on the coarse registration at low-resolution image. In the proposed method, outliers come from isolated lines in two images. At the low-resolution image, extracted line features are salient structures in images. Thus, only few isolated lines can be detected in the optical and SAR images. Then, few outliers exist in the point matching process. This can be one of the main reasons that we adopt the multiscale registration strategy. Once all corresponding point pairs are detected, their matching accuracies are checked by the global consistency method based on affine transformation model. Those with highest errors are rejected one by one until the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is achieving rmse Affine < 1 pixel. Otherwise, the iteration stops if the remaining corresponding point pairs are three, with rmse Affine > 1 pixel.
C. Iterative Strategy
There are many existing feature-based matching methods for automatic registration in multisource images. However, onetime feature extraction algorithms may significantly limit the matching accuracy due to poor extraction results [41] - [43] . Thus, a "reextracting" and "rematching" strategy is introduced to improve matching performance, which mainly involves adaptive parameter adjustment for line extraction.
The basic idea of LSD is to find out line segment candidates and then validate or not each line segment based on the information in the line-support region. In the line segment candidates searching procedure, each line-support region starts with one pixel and the region angle set to the level-line angle at that pixel. Then, the pixels adjacent to the region are tested; the ones with level-line orientation equal to the region angle up to a certain precision are added to the region. The process is repeated until no new point can be added. There are three parameters involved in LSD: ρ, which is the threshold on the gradient magnitude, and pixels with small gradient are not considered in the search of line-support regions; τ , which is the angle tolerance, used in the search for line-support regions; and ε, which is the detection parameter restricting the number of false alarms in the validation. As shown in [34] , ε is not a critical parameter; ρ determines whether the pixel is used in the construction of line-support regions; however, it depends on τ . It has been recognized that, in critical-size regions or when noise is strong, the parameter τ is particularly important. There is no theory behind this parameter value. However, a small τ value leads to an overpartition of line segments, and a large τ value results in large regions. The proposed value 22.5
• corresponds to eight different angle bins, and it is supported by the results on thousands of images [34] . Here, an optical image with different τ (22.5
• , 30
• ) is tested. In Fig. 3 , we can see that, as τ increases, more line segments can be detected.
For line segment detection in SAR images, the two main steps are edge detection and Hough transform. The edge detection result is fundamental and critical for SAR images with multiplicative speckle. Ratio-based method with GGS biwindows [37] is adopted as edge detector, which can sufficiently reduce false edge pixels in the vicinity of true edges. The horizontal biwindow consists of two 2-D window functions:
The detection performance depends on three parameters: σ x , which controls the window length, and α and β (α > 1, β > 0), which control the window width and the spacing of the two windows. The spacing between two windows in a biwindow is necessary for edge detection, since an appropriate spacing can assure that the two windows support the homogenous regions on the two sides of the edge. Given the rectangle bi-window with length l f , width w f , and spacing d f , the relationship between a GGS bi-window and a rectangle bi-window is
Different from the rectangle bi-window with a constant spacing d f , the spacing in a GGS bi-window gradually widens along its central line, which is affected by α and β jointly. The size of the detection region is chosen to contain enough pixels to respect the line structures. Similar with [37] , the window length is set to 6.5/ √ π. Setting α = 3 fixed, β = 1.5, 2, and 2.5 (It is equivalent to having the window widths of 8, 10, and 13 respectively.) are tested for a real SAR scenario. As shown in Fig. 4 , as β increases, more line segments are extracted. In our proposed iterative mechanism, the initial value for τ is set to 22.5, as recommended in [34] , and the initial value for β is set to 1.5, as recommended in [37] , respectively. If the coarse registration using initial values for feature extraction and VSPM is not satisfactory, the iterative feature extraction and matching is started. The iterative procedure enhances the coarse registration accuracy by adjusting feature extraction parameters. The adjustment is based on extracted features in both the optical and SAR images. The parameter will increase when features extracted from either optical image or SAR image are insufficient with the increasing interval of 7.5
• to τ for the optical image and 0.5 to β for the SAR image. If the iteration number is achieved to a given iteration value and the following feature rematching still fails, then the registration is considered as failure.
D. Fine Registration
Having those corresponding points obtained at low resolution level, we first project them to the original images. If the point in the downsampled image is found to be (x, y), then the projected point in the original image can be simplified as 2
, where L is the downsampling level (see Fig. 5 ). An affine model is used as the transformation model between the optical and SAR images. Based on the projected points in the original images, initial affine transformation parameters can be obtained for guiding conjugate line segments judgment. With the help of corresponding points obtained at low resolution level, the original SAR image can be transformed, and then, line segments extracted at high resolution level are matched based on a specific matching cost function, and candidate tie points can be obtained. Line intersections between conjugate line segments can be used to estimate transformations based on the second polynomial transformation. The equation for second-order transformation function is given by
In order to efficiently find conjugate line segments, a specific matching cost function, which represents the matching quality between two line segments, is developed. The matching cost function relies on the angular difference between the segments and on the distance from the center of one of them to the other straight line and is defined as [44] , respectively, and are used for normalization purposes. The resulting normalized distance will be 0 if the ith line segment in the optical image and the jth line segment in the SAR image is matching. If the distance is greater than 1, it is assumed that the segments do not match. For the images of this paper, the following values have been used for normalization:
• .
Suppose that m line segments are extracted in the original optical image and n line segments are extracted in the transformed SAR image. For each line segment s i in the SAR image, the line segments in the optical image, which have similar slope with s i , are selected to calculate the matching cost using (15) . If there is no selected line segment or all the matching costs are greater than 1, the current line segment is considered as isolated. Otherwise, the line segment with the minimum matching cost is considered to be matched with s i .
For the input optical and SAR images, two sets of features can be obtained by intersecting the conjugate line segments. Theoretically, these line intersections are very likely paired. However, due to the significant differences between the optical and SAR images, there may exist distortions between the line intersections. In order to avoid wrong pairs in the line intersections, weighted graph transformation matching [45] is used to check and remove those wrong pairs, and the remaining corresponding points are used to produce the final registered images.
E. Effect of Line Extraction Quality on Registration Accuracy
Due to different geometries of SAR and optical images, the extracted lines for a given feature in the scene may differ in position and orientation. Since line intersection is used as matching primitive, the final registration accuracy can be affected by the quality of the line segments detected. In this paper, two aspects are considered to help reduce the effect of line extraction error on the registration accuracy. First, length and angle constraints are set to each line pair to generate robust point features. Second, a matching accuracy checking procedure is applied to both coarse and fine registration steps to exclude unreliable matching pairs. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, five sets of experiments (see Table I ) are designed to evaluate the proposed approach and compared with previous methods. The first two sets exemplify the importance of the point correspondence, whereas the others aim to demonstrate the necessity of iterative strategy. Finally, all sets are carried out to provide comparative results.
A. Point Matching Methods Comparison
To evaluate the effectiveness of point correspondence, we compared the proposed approach (VSPM) with the methods SPM [42] and SPM plus angle consistency constraint (ACC).
For Data Set 1, two images are in similar spatial resolution. The SAR image is manually rotated by 30
• counterclockwise. As shown in Fig. 6(a), 16 line segments from the optical image (left) and 14 line segments from the SAR image (right) are extracted. Isolated line segments are highlighted in green, whereas segments with corresponding ones are in yellow. Eighty-seven points from the optical image and 71 points from the SAR image are regarded as matching primitives in the coarse registration. The matching performance of different point matching algorithms is shown in Fig. 6(b)-(d) . Outliers and local positioning jitters are mainly caused by isolated line intersections and line segments location offsets. As shown in Fig. 6(d) , a lot of matches are false, although many matching pairs are obtained using the SPM method. In Fig. 6(c) , correct matches increase, although there are still a lot of false matches. In Fig. 6(b) , the matched pairs are almost correct, although the matched number decreases. The matching results demonstrate that the proposed VSPM improves the matching performance.
For Data Set 2 (see Fig. 7 ), two images have different spatial resolutions. The extracted line segments from the optical and SAR images are 17 and 14, respectively. Eighty-four points from the optical image and 50 points from the SAR image are used as matching primitives. The aforementioned comparisons indicate the advantage of the proposed point matching method. Table II summarizes the experiment results from Data Set 1 and Data Set 2. The following are observed. 1) The introduction of Voronoi polygons is beneficial for validating the primitive candidate, with a significant increase in matching ratio. 2) The angle consistency constraint is helpful for reducing obvious correspondence errors. The angle consistency constraint can be used as a guide to exclude those impossible matching points. This is an advantage of choosing straight line segments to provide matching primitives.
3) The proposed method may obtain less corresponding points than SPM. Due to the Voronoi polygons having taken the neighborhood point's impact into account, when the point have too many outliers around, the current point may fail to find the corresponding point. On the other hand, in the SPM method, points are independent and free from the surrounding points. However, in the coarse registration step, the more important thing is to provide robust correct matched points for guiding the fine registration step.
B. Iterative Line Segment Extraction and Matching
Three sets of experiments are designed to evaluate iterative strategy for registration. The first and second sets of images are in high spatial resolution. The third set of images is in medium spatial resolution.
For Data Set 3 (see Fig. 8 ), the optical and SAR images are downsampled to the resolution of 211 × 191 and 206 × 140 pixels. In the first iteration, most extracted line segments in the optical and SAR images are isolated. Six pairs of corresponding points are obtained with three wrong pairs. At the second iteration, the SAR image is fixed; line segments are reextracted in the optical image with the control parameter increasing by 7.5. However, the optical image extracts much more line segments than the SAR image; the number of matching primitives from the optical image is 133, and that from the SAR image is 38. The matching result is not desirable under this condition. At the third iteration, the optical image is fixed; line segments are reextracted in the SAR image with the control parameters increasing by 0.5. Most extracted line segments are not isolated, and the matching primitive for SAR image increases to 120. Finally, 20 pairs of corresponding points are obtained, with 15 correct pairs.
On the other hand, in Date Set 4 (see Fig. 9 ), salient line features are difficult to extract from the low-resolution SAR image due to reduced contrast after downsampling. At the first extraction procedure, only features along river, which shows a great contrast with the ground in the image, are detected. At the second extraction procedure, extraction performance has been improved; however, the coarse registration still failed. At the third extraction procedure, real corresponding line segments are much more than outliers in the detected candidates. There are 17 pairs of corresponding points obtained, among which 15 pairs are correct.
For Data Set 5 (see Fig. 10 ), in the first iteration, 14 line segments are detected in the optical image, and 25 segments are detected in the SAR image. The numbers of line intersections for point matching are 82 and 250 from the optical and SAR images, respectively. The outliers in the point-set from SAR image are too many that VSPM only obtained seven matching pairs. In the second iteration, 21 line segments are detected from the optical image, and 25 line segments are detected from the SAR image. The number of matched point pairs is 22, in which 16 point pairs are used as control points for coarse transformation after using global consistency checking.
In general, feature-based methods often require sophisticated image processing for feature extraction and depend on the robustness of feature detection for reliable matching [46] . Although the effectiveness of feature matching is crucial to the accuracy of image registration, the matching performance is affected by feature extraction results. Well-extracted features alleviate the matching challenge. However, performing feature extraction and matching only once would not be effective to most image pairs (as for the three tested images); thus, iterative feature extraction and matching is necessary to provide robust matching.
C. Algorithms Comparisons
To evaluate our proposed registration method, three kinds of popular methods are chosen to be compared with. The first is based on the mutual information (MI) [7] , which is a widely used area-based method for optical and SAR image registration. The improved scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [21] is considered as the second method of comparison, whereas modified iterated hough transform (MIHT) [26] is the third considered method. Because three sets of the test images have insufficient regional feature (Data Set 1, Data Set 2, Data Set 4), which would lead to regional-based method failure, we do not adopt any regional-based methods for comparison. The images are processed on a computer with an Intel Core 2 540 3.07-GHz processor and 8.0 GB of physical memory, using Microsoft Visual C++. The comparison is divided into two parts. The first part is a direct comparison with other methods. The second part is a degraded comparison of the proposed method. Since the proposed method benefits from the well-known effects of the coarse-to-fine approach such as less outliers and raw disparity estimates, the comparison at the fine level is also implemented for fairness.
Direct Comparison: MI and improved SIFT fail to match the five image pairs. For Data Set 1, only seven pairs of keypoints are extracted using improved SIFT, and none of the matched pairs is correct. For the other data sets, no corresponding keypoint pairs can be detected. The MIHT method can register Data Set 1 and Data Set 2. However, the matching accuracy is 15.6436 pixels for Data Set 1 and 21.9424 pixels for Data Set 2. For the proposed method, all data sets are successfully registered. The test results (chessboard overlay, final set of line segments, and keypoints) are presented in Figs. 11-15. A quantitative result of the tested images is listed in Table III . In addition to the widely used measure of root mean square, some other proposed measures are also evaluated [47] . Considering that the other methods cannot successfully register these images, the quantitative results of these methods are not reported. From the preceding experiments, we can see that the MI, improved SIFT, and MIHT methods seem ineffective. For the MI-based method, the reasons leading to their failure may be as follows. First, the MI-based method involves a careful selection of joint histogramming technique. Bad joint histogram estimation may induce interpolation-induced artifact, which not only hampers the global optimization process but also limits the accuracy [48] , [49] . Second, the presence of local optima makes the function optimization a tedious task [2] . Third, the initial guess of registration parameters plays an important role. Given the fact that the farther away the initial guess is from the global maximum, the more local maxima the algorithm may need to overcome, and thus the more likely it is to fail [50] . For improved SIFT, the reasons may include two aspects. First, most SIFT-based approaches are designed for small-size images; thus, they are unsuitable to extremely large images and very high resolution remote sensing imagery [51] , [52] . Second, although improved, SIFT have difficulty in locating and matching conjugate point features from optical and SAR images due to their intrinsic differences [53] . For MIHT, it can be applied to multisensor image registration. However, there are three limitations. It needs a large number of primitives to estimate transformation parameters. Moreover, if correct corresponding line segments are rare while outliers are numerous in the detection procedure, the MIHT method may yield a wrong transformation model. In addition, the affine-based transformation may not be sufficient to model the deformation between multisensor images under certain conditions. However, when a more sophisticate model is adopted, the parameter solving can be more complex and time consuming. On the contrary, the proposed iterative line extraction and VSPM can be robust and practical for both high-and medium-resolution images. The comparison results demonstrate that the proposed method is more robust and accurate for the optical-to-SAR image registration.
Although the proposed method has achieved good results, the performance of the proposed method is affected by detected line segments. For Data Set 4, extracted line segments are relatively long and robust, and corresponding point pairs are uniformly distributed in the images. Thus, high matching accuracy is achieved. However, for Data Set 2, although more line segments are extracted and matched, some line pairs do not exactly correspond to each other. One of the main reasons behind this may be the great illumination difference between the optical and SAR images on buildings and roads. Thus, less control points are obtained, and the matching accuracy degrades. For Data Set 5, it is a complicated matching case due to the high scale and acquisition time differences. Some short line segments are not robust enough, whereas most line segments are well extracted. The result demonstrates the applicability of our proposed method to medium-/low-resolution image registration.
Degraded Comparison: In this part, comparison is limited to the fine level. Coarse registration is done by our proposed method. The performances of different approaches are listed in Table IV . It is worth mentioning that the proposed+MI method means using the MI method for further registration after performing the proposed fine registration. Table IV , it is easy to see that the MI and MIHT methods have better results than those without coarse registration. However, the improved SIFT method still fails to find conjugate features. Although the performance of the MIHT method improves, the matching accuracy is not satisfactory. Although MI has achieved results comparable with our proposed method for Data Set 3 and Data Set 5, the computation time of MI far overweighs that of the proposed method, which is one distinct drawback of MI. For Data Set 1, we can see that MI outperforms the proposed method. The reason is that localization error of the detected line segment end points affects the final registration result. From this point, in the case when line segments are poorly extracted, the proposed fine registration procedure can be replaced by MI. Furthermore, we can see that the proposed+MI method shows the highest matching accuracy among compared methods. Thus, to achieve better matching result, we can adopt a threestep matching procedure: coarse registration using iterative line segments detection and matching, fine registration using conjugate line intersections, and accurate registration using MI.
Considering the obtained results in
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has reported a new automatic feature-based registration method for optical and SAR images. Iterative strategy involving "reexacting" and "rematching" mechanism is applied to enhance feature extraction and matching performance. Line intersections are chosen as matching primitives, and an improved point correspondence method, which is called VSPM, is proposed. Furthermore, a multilevel strategy is adopted to provide coarse-to-fine registration. Experiments have shown that our method is suitable for high-and medium-resolution optical-to-SAR image registration. Since the proposed method uses line intersections as matching primitive, it can obtain satisfactory results when linear features are abundant. On the other hand, when applied to mountainous and coastal areas without salient straight linear features, the registration would be not that robust.
Future work includes incorporating multifeatures (curves, regions) and intensity for more robust registration for areas without straight line features. Meanwhile, it is to be hoped that this paper can be also extended to other multisensor imagery registration. The main difference relies on the feature extraction techniques for extracting robust line segments. 
